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Discarded #50 2014, by
Anthony Hernandez

Anthony Hernandez’s monograph
Discarded features unfinished
houses and the land on which they
sit, to the east and north-east of
Los Angeles. The project arose from
the 2008 recession, which hit
California particularly hard, when
homebuilders and owners faced
loans and mortgages that were
worth more than their properties.
Paris Photo is held at the Grand
Palais Ephémère from 11614
November

Photograph: Courtesy Thomas
Zander

Blossom Restaurant, 103
Bowery, Manhattan,
October 24, 1935, by
Berenice Abbott

Abbott photographed New York
City buildings as though she was
taking portraits. In the 1920s she
assisted Man Ray in Paris and found
inspiration in the Parisian
streetscapes of Eugène Atget, an
influence that would carry into
Changing New York (1935Z38). She
strove to create objective
photographs that stood on their
own merit, rather than referencing
other art forms. ‘Photography can
never grow up if it imitates some
other medium,’ she said. ‘It has to
walk alone; it has to be itself’

Photograph: Courtesy Bruce
Silverstein

Picnic at Night, 2018, by
Elsa & Johanna

Elsa Parra and Johanna Benaïnous
met in New York, in 2014, at the
School of Visual Arts. The
connection between the two artists
led to their first creative
collaboration, A Couple of Them, a
series of self-portraits in which they
play fictional characters, and which
foreshadowed an approach and a
theme that has become their
signature: the art of staging the
shot. ‘We love to tell stories,’ they
say. ‘Beautiful, sad, unreal, realistic,
autobiographical, fictitious,
aesthetic, banal stories’

Photograph: Courtesy La Forest
Divonne

Man with Kitten on
Christmas Eve, London,
1975, by Markéta
Luskačová

On her arrival in London in 1975,
Markéta Luskačová, an immigrant
from Prague, found herself
gravitating to the street markets of
the city, especially to Brick Lane.
The market was a means of survival
– and still is – where she could buy
food and clothing and then much
more. The population of the
surrounding streets were mostly
immigrants like herself. They
existed outside the closed world of
English society. For more than 10
years Luskačová visited Brick Lane
every week

Photograph: Courtesy Augusta
Edwards Fine Art

Two Trucks, 2010, by
Scarlett Hooft Graafland

Trucks with piles of yellow and red
spices on the salt flats. These trucks
are used daily to carry heavy loads
of salt from the desert to the
factory. Graafland says: ‘Over the
last 12 years, I have made many
extensive travels to the Altiplano of
Bolivia. Accompanied by the
Bolivian performance artist Gastón
Ugalde and some of his assistants
we would cross the Andes with a
four-wheel drive in search of good
locations for performances and
installations. Fascinated by the
beauty of the surreal Andes
landscapes, I utilise it as my canvas’

Photograph: Courtesy Flowers
Gallery

Inner Disorder, Ukraine
2014[2017, by Jérôme
Sessini

Sessini’s photographs of Ukraine’s
uprising are not nice but they are
necessary. They rightly question the
horror, violence and hypocrisy that
characterise six years of wars at the
gates of Europe

Photograph: Courtesy RM

Imaginary Trip #2, 2016, by
Gosette Lubondo

Lubondo discovered the former
school of the village Gombe-Matadi
in the Kongo-Central province of
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo through her parents, whose
generation see this place as a
fantasy, a dream stuck in time. By
appearing alongside other models
depicted as fictive characters from
the past, the photographer has
sought to revive the story of a place
that bears historical witness to the
colonial era

Photograph: Courtesy Angalia
Gallery

Moon Addict II, 2021, by
Paul Cupido

Cupido’s work revolves around the
principle of Mu, a philosophical
concept meaning ‘does not have’,
but equally open to countless
interpretations. ‘I aim to engage
with the world with wide-open
senses. My work is about the magic
moments of life as well as its
inconveniences. I want to take
pictures while forgetting about the
process of photography, until I’m
saturated with an existential sense
of life’

Photograph: Courtesy Bildhalle

Audrey et Clementine,
2021, by Lara Gasparotto

Gasparotto’s images convey, with
care and respect, not only the
everyday life of the young people
of today: male, female, straight,
gay; but also fragments of
environments: skies, bed sheets,
dreams and travels. Some images
are casual, like snapshots. Others
are more carefully thought out, like
film stills. A collection of bodies
lost in private utopias; a precise,
intimate vision of a personal world

Photograph: Courtesy Stieglizt19

Jutta Deutschland, 1981, by
Ute Mahler

Ute Mahler and her husband Werner
majored in photography at the
Academy of Fine Arts Leipzig during
the GDR’s governing of East Berlin.
Media were subject to heavy
censorship, so the Mahlers turned
to fashion publications, where there
was more freedom. ‘Knowing that
fashion photos would be published
every two months in Sibylle
magazine, photographers used
fashion imagery to show their skill,’
she explains. The couple, along
with seven other East German
photographers, went on to create
the Ostkreuz agency, which later
incorporated a photography school

Photograph: Courtesy
Ostreuz/Kicken Berlin
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